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ABSTRACT
The mean direction of remanent magnetism for 44 sampling sites from 
Oligo-Miocene lava flows in northern California points about 12° east of 
the expected Oligo-Miocene geomagnetic field direction for the area.
Our paleomagnetic data and other data indicate that the Cascade Range 
has rotated clockwise since the middle Tertiary. Similar, but larger, 
clockwise rotations have been documented in previous studies throughout 
the Coast Ranges. Two mechanisms are suggested to account for the dif­
ferential rotation that has occurred within the Coast and Cascade Ranges. 
First, the Coast Ranges are rotated and then accreted to a curved conti­
nental margin during the Eocene, leaving the Washington Coast Range 
relatively unrotated at the end of the Eocene. Secondly, during post- 
Eocene rotation, the thick crystalline crust of the Klamath Mountains 
prohibited the southern end of the Cascade Range from rotating as rapidly 
as the northern end, producing an oroclinal bend in the range.
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INTRODUCTION
Paleomagnetic evidence, consisting largely of anomalous easterly 
declinations, indicates that large blocks of the Pacific Northwest have 
undergone clockwise rotation during the Tertiary. Studies by Cox (1957), 
Simpson and Cox (1977), Cox and Magill (1977), Plumley and Beck (19779), 
Beck and Plumley (1980), and Magill ^ al. (1981) in the 350 km-long 
Oregon Coast Range show a maximum of 75*^ of clockwise rotation has 
occurred since early Ecoene time (Fig. 1). The consistency of rotations 
throughout the Oregon Coast Range as well as the apparent absence of 
major crosscutting tectonic boundaries suggests that the entire range, 
extending from the Klamath Mountains northward to the Oregon-Washington 
border, rotated as a single coherent block (Magill and Cox, 1981).
Similar clockwise rotations have been documented in Eocene rocks of 
the Washington Coast Range (Globerman and Beck, 1979; Wells and Coe, 1979); 
however, here Globerman and Beck (1979) and Wells and Coe (1979) report 
rotations of only 36° and 10°, respectively, considerably less than those 
recorded in rocks of similar age in the Oregon Coast Range. In addition, 
gravity anomalies over the Oregon Coast Range are smooth and of long 
wavelength, whereas in Washington they are sharp and of short wavelength, 
suggesting that the two Coast Ranges have different tectonic settings 
(Magill and Cox, 1981). On the basis of these differences a tectonic 
boundary has been proposed, coinciding with the present mouth of the 
Columbia River (Beck and Plumley, 1980; Magill and Cox, 1981). This 
boundary separates the Oregon Coast Range, which rotated as a single 
coherent block, from the variably-rotated smaller block of the Washington 
Coast Range that probably rotated independently of each other.
1 ■
FIGURE 1. Map of Pacific Northwest.
BH=Black Hills basalt; WH=Willapa Hills basalts; 0V= 
Ohanapecosh Volcanics; GV=Goble Volcanics; TV=Tillamook 
Volcanics; SV=Siletz River Volcanics; YB=Yachats basalts; 
TF=Tye-Flournoy sediments; 0C=0regon Cascades; CL=Clarno 
Formation; CC=California Cascades.
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Paleomagnetic data from the Cascade Range indicate that, like the 
Coast Ranges, the Cascades have been rotated clockwise since early Eocene 
time (Beck, 1962; Beck and Burr, 1979; Magill and Cox, 1981; Bates et al., 
1981). Studies on upper Eocene-upper Oligocene Cascade rocks in south­
western Washington (Beck and Burr, 1979; Bates et , 1981) show clock­
wise rotations of up to 34°, whereas similar studies on middle Oligocene- 
lower Miocene Cascade rocks in central Oregon (Magill and Cox, 1981) and 
northern California (Beck, 1962) show clockwise rotations of 25° and 13°, 
respectively.
Considering the preponderance of the clockwise rotations that have 
been documented so far it seems important to answer these three questions: 
(1) Have these studies recorded true tectonic rotations?; (2) Did the
Coast and Cascade Ranges rotate together or as separate blocks?; and (3) 
What was the regional extent and timing of rotation? Magill and Cox (1981) 
suggest that the anomalous paleomagnetic directions have recorded a true 
tectonic rotation, at least in the Oregon Coast Range, because similar 
clockwise rotations are recorded in rocks of varying age and lithology. 
Addressing the second question, it appears, on the basis of stratigraphic 
evidence, that the Coast and Cascade Ranges have been linked since late 
Eocene time. Basal Cascade rocks can be seen overlapping, conformably 
and unconformably, lower and middle Eocene Coast Range rocks (Wilkinson 
ejt ^., 1941; Hoover, 1963) and pre-Tertiary Klamath Mountain rocks 
(Wilkinson et ^., 1941; Williams, 1949; Wells and Peck, 1961). Finally, 
the extent and timing of rotation is becoming better defined as results 
from each paleomagnetic study are compiled. However, more studies need 
to be done on Oligocene rocks because the amount of rotation that occurred 
during that time is not well known. Magill and Cox (1981) suggest that
4
a hiatus occurred during the Oligocene in which little or no rotation 
took place; whereas Bates ^ al- (1981) contend that rotation did occur 
during the Oligocene. With this in mind, we set out to restudy Beck's 
(1962) area, using improved equipment and techniques, in an attempt to 
determine the amount of timing of rotation these 01 igocene-age lava 
flows have undergone.
GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Cascade Range lies east of the Coast Ranges and extends from 
northern California to British Columbia (Fig. 1). Two Cenozoic sequences, 
the Western Cascade Series and the High Cascade Group, compose the Cascade 
Range. In northern California (Fig. 2), where this study was conducted 
(CC on Fig. 1), the Western Cascade Series consists of 4000 m of subaerial 
basalt, basaltic andesite, andesite, pyroclastic flows, and a few welded 
tuffs. The chemical composition of these rocks varies from tholeiitic to 
calc-alkalic like some other Cascade rocks (see Appendix A). Above this 
series lie Pliocene-Quaternary age volcanic flows and breccia of the High 
Cascade Group derived from shield volcanoes, stratovolcanoes, and cinder 
cones (Peck ^ aj^., 1964). Unconformably below the Western Cascade Series 
is the Hornbrook Formation, a Cretaceous-aged sedimentary unit cut by 
numerous northeast-trending faults. Fission track and K-Ar dating by 
Joe Vance of the University of Washington (personal communication, 1980) 
yield a middle-01igocene-early Miocene (24-31 ma.) age for Western Cascade 
rocks. The Little Butte Volcanics in central Oregon have been dated by 
plant fossils (Peck al^., 1964) and K-Ar (Sutter and Dymond in McBirney, 
1978) also as middle 01igocene-early Miocene in age. Western Cascade rocks 

























































































































6chemical composition; however, the rotation values for these two differ 
markedly. The reason for this will be discussed later.
Western Cascade flows in northern California have a relatively 
simple structure, with homoclinal dips of 5 to 20 degrees toward the E-NE 
and no evidence of large scale faulting. Hogbacks, formed by resistant 
flows, and road cuts consitute all of the exposures sampled.
The undesirably magnetic effects caused by iron-oxide staining pre­
sent on some outcrops were minimized by careful sampling. Petrographic 
analyses confirms that the Western Cascade rocks sampled are relatively 
unaltered, although the feldspars and mafic minerals in some samples are 
partially altered.
PALEOMAGNETISM
During August of 1980, 367 samples were collected at 40 sites located 
primarily along two improved roads parallel to the Klamath River (Fig. 2). 
Six to 12 samples were obtained at each site using portable core drilling 
equipment and in situ orienting divices, including a sun compass.
All samples were cleaned using the alternating field technique. Pilot 
specimens from each site were demagnetized at 50 to 100 oe intervals up to 
1000 oe. From stereonet plots and intensity curves for these specimens, 
the applied field at which the magnetic directions became stable and the 
intensity decreased the least was chosen as the demagnetization level for 
each site. The levels selected ranged from 50 to 1000 oe, with 200 oe 
and 300 oe being the levels used most often.
Most samples were magnetically stable. However, 43 samples were 
rejected because their magnetic directions diverged from site mean direc­
tions by more than twice the angular standard deviation. Rejecting samples
7for this reason is arbitrary, but justifiable, since these data have 
less than a 5% chance of belonging to the remaining data set. Three sites 
whose directions differed from the series mean direction by more than 
twice the angular standard deviation were also rejected. The presence of 
reversed and normally magnetized sites directly above and below two of 
these sites suggests that they may have recorded a polarity transition. 
Paleointensities were determined, using Kuno's (1978) method, to see if 
these flows have anomalously low intensities, which may confirm that a 
transition occurred. Unfortunately, the magnetic behavior of the samples 
seems to have been affected by re-heating during testing, so the results 
are inconclusive. Only three sites were rejected because their circles 
of 95% confidence exceeded our arbitrary cutoff of 15°. These sites tend 
to be servely altered or are volcanic breccias characterized by low- 
intensity secondary components of magnetization.
Paleomagnetic results for each of the remaining 44 sites are listed 
in Table 1. Of these sites, 28 show normal polarities and 16 reversed, 
with the mean directions of the two polarities being anti parallel at the 
95% confidence level.
Structural data, derived from attitudes of pyroclastic flows, tuffs, 
and interbedded sediments as well as igneous flow textures, were used at 
each site to correct for any post-magnetization tilt. Fisher's (1953) 
precision parameter decreased slightly from 18.9° to 17.9° and the circle 
of 95% confidence increased from 5.1° to 5.2° after tilt corrections were 
applied. This implies that differential tilting has had very little 
effect on the scatter of magnetic directions, which is not surprising 
since these flows are homoclinal with shallow dips (<25). However, the 
application of tilt corrections did cause the series mean direction to
TABLE 1. Individual site statistics for the Western Cascade Series 
in northern California.
D, I, mean declination and inclination (tilt corrected); K, preci­
sion parameter; “gg? circle of 95% confidence. Polarity: N, normal

























































5 33.5 50.5 58.5 8.2 N
4 34.9 61.0 97.1 7.1 N
9 347.4 50.3 69.0 5.6 R
8 38.2 42.4 167.2 3.8 N
8 350.0 39.6 124.1 4.4 R
7 40.7 53.2 161.0 4.2 N
7 352.9 52.7 50.5 7.5 N
4 31.6 45.0 32.7 12.3 N
6 7.2 78.5 138.3 5.7 R
7 337.1 27.8 87.7 5.7 R
7 358.7 58.3 828.8 1.8 N
6 347.9 50.0 116.3 5.3 R
6 143.9 75.1 96.2 5.8 N
7 6.1 40.7 257.5 3.3 N
7 268.5 82.4 10.1 20.0 N
6 13.7 49.9 367.1 3.0 R
6 16.4 18.7 165.0 4.5 R
6 .2 50.2 204.1 4.0 N
7 26.9 48.7 191.8 3.8 N
7 5.3 62.4 324.4 2.9 N
7 344.4 86.9 176.2 4.0 R
6 24.2 57.1 47.3 8.3 N
7 348.0 72.4 56.1 9.4 R
5 329.2 55.4 592.4 2.6 R
7 321.8 70.9 145.3 4.4 R
7 326.1 68.0 310.0 3.0 N
7 21.4 64.3 117.0 4.9 N
6 33.9 68.6 322.6 3.2 R
7 47.0 35.6 373.5 2.7 N
7 31.8 34.8 840.3 1.8 R
6 354.6 45.7 126.7 6.0 N
6 334.1 57.8 1872.2 1.5 M
5 340.4 54.2 1111.7 1.9 N
7 322.2 56.4 11.1 15.9 N
7 311.5 67.3 65.1 6.6 N •
7 30.8 49.6 302.6 3.0 R
7 42.7 44.6 156.6 4.2 R
6 343.8 62.9 23.3 11.8 N
7 323.6 79.4 159.6 4.2 N
5 19.9 30.2 12.3 22.7 N
7 15.7 52.4 217.5 3.6 N
4 23.5 54.4 37.8 11.4 N
4 10.9 64.6 139.9 5.9 N
7 9.9 53.0 181.3 3.9 N
7 359.5 33.4 227.8 3.5 N
8 41.7 61.0 58.7 6.5 R
5 219.4 28.1 13.4 21.6 T
T
4 11.8 47.4 21.5 15.0 N
4 7.3 57.2 328.8 3.9 N
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shift 19° towards the east, from a declination of 350° to 9°. Some of 
this shift may be attributed to dip resulting from the flows conforming 
to the land surface present at the time of extrusion. However, Williams 
(1949) suggests that these Western Cascade flows were laid down on a 
surface of low relief and were later tilted by subsidence on the east 
and uplift on the west. Therefore, the use of dip corrections seems 
justified since tilting post-dates magnetization.
Paleomagnetic results are summarized in Table 2; distribution of
site mean directions are shown in Figure 3. A comparision of the observed
magnetic direction with the expected magnetic direction for the study area
reveals a 11.7° ± 10.9° clockwise discordance in declination. This is
0 0
smaller than, but consistent with the 18.9 ± 15.4 discordance reported 
by Beck (1962).
Like most other rotated blocks in the Pacific Northwest (Beck, 1980), 
Western Cascade rocks in northern California have not undergone appreciable 
northward translation, as evidenced by the insignificant 5.8° ± 6.2° 
difference between the inclination of the observed and expected directions. 
However, the prevalence of flattened inclinations in rotated blocks pro­
bably does reflect some northward transport, though not enough to provide 
the 800 km needed to produce flattenings that are significant statistically 
(Bates et ^., 1981).
An attempt was made to determine the rotational history of the study 
area by dividing the sites into two distinct age groups, sites older than 
27 ma and sites younger. This age was chosen because the site having this 
age lies near the geographical center of the study area. Mean directions 
(Table 2) suggests the older group has undergone more rotation and north­
ward translation, as evidenced by its more clockwise declination and
10
TABLE 2. Paleomagnetic results for the Western Cascade Series in 
northern California.
N 0 1 K “95
Young flows (<27 ma) 12 2.9° 66.7° 20.4° bo
o
Old flows (>27 ma) 29* 11.9° 53.1° 26.5° 5.3°
All flows 44 9.0° 56.4° 17.9° 5.2°
Expected direction 357.3° 62.5°
N, number of flows; T, mean declination and inclination; K, precision 
parameter; circle of 95% confidence. Explected direction calculated
from the Oligo-Miocene reference pole of Irving (1977).
♦Three sites were rejected from this group because their mean directions
differed from the group mean direction by more than twice the angular
standard deviation.
FIGURE 3. Site mean directions of remanent magnetization. Solid 
symbols indicate normal polarity, open symbols indicate 
reversed polarity inverted through center of projection 
Squares = sites younger than 27 ma; circles = sites 
older than 27 ma. Open triangle = expected direction 
(calculated from Oligo-Miocene reference pole; Irving, 
1977). Filled triangle = Western Cascade Series mean 
direction.
12
and shallower inclination, but the difference is not significant at the 
95% confidence level.
INTERPRETATION
Our results indicate that the southern tip of the Cascade Range has 
rotated 11.7° ± 10.9° clockwise during the last 25 m.y. This is consistent 
in sense, but less in amount, than rotations reported for the Washington 
(Beck and Burr, 1979; Bates ^ aX,» 1981) and Oregon Cascades (Magill and 
cox, 1981). As much as 34° of clockwise rotation has been documented for 
these areas.
Magill ^ (1981) proposed a two phase model to account for tectonic
rotations in the Pacific Northwest. In phase I oblique subduction during 
the Eocene (42-50 m.y.b.p.) caused the Oregon Coast Range to rotate clock­
wise about a southern pivot. They attribute rotation in phase II to post- 
01 igocene extension in the Basin and Range province; greater extension 
towards the southern end of the Oregon Coast Range caused clockwise rota­
tion about a northern pivot.
According to phase I of Magill's model, the entire Oregon Coast Range 
(OCR), from the Klamath Mountains to the Columbia River, rotated as one 
coherent block; therefore, rotation values for coeval rocks within this 
block should be the same. However, there is a statistically significant 
difference of 23° ± 21° at the 95% confidence level between rotation values 
for the Tyee-Flournoy Formations (Simpson and Cox, 1977) and the Tillamook 
Volcanics (Magill ^ , 1981), both of which are believed to be middle
Eocene in age (Baldwin, 1976; Magill ^ , 1981). This suggests that
there has been differential rotation between the northern and central OCR. 
The same assessment may be made for the Washington Coast Range (WCR),
13
where anomalously low rotation values have been reported for Eocene-aged 
rocks (Globerman and Beck, 1979; Wells and Coe, 1980). Wells and Coe 
(1980) suggest that the rotation mechanism for their WCR rocks may be a 
conjugate system of strike-slip faults. Alternatively, we would like to 
suggest that these rocks and the Tillamook Volcanics may have rotated as 
part of the coherent OCR block (Simpson and Cox, 1977) during phase I of 
Magill's model, but suffered differential rotation upon accretion to a 
curved continental margin. A similar idea has been proposed by D. C. 
Engebretson (manuscript in preparation).
Our model is illustrated in Figure 4, which shows the Coast Ranges 
rotating as a coherent block that, upon accretion, conformed to a curved 
margin, leaving the north end of the block relatively unrotated. Paleo- 
magnetic evidence bearing on this model from the Olympic Peninsula may 
have been affected by later deformation (Beck and Engebretson, in press), 
so the Olympic Peninsula was not included as part of the coherent block. 
Crucial to our model is the original curvature of the margin, which was 
taken from Magi 11 ^ (1981). Geologic evidence interpreted by Magi 11
may be found in Muller (1977), Davis (1977), and Baldwin (1974, 1975).
The original shape of the margin is difficult to determine, however, 
because most of the evidence is covered by younger Cenozoic volcanics.
Also bearing on our model is the possible occurrence of a tectonic boun­
dary, probably coinciding with the Columbia River (Beck and Plumley, 1980). 
If this boundary exists, OCR and WCR may lie on different blocks that 
rotated separately.
With the Coast Range, Cascades, and Klamath Mountains linked strati- 
graphically (Wilkinson, 1941; Wells and Peck, 1961; Hoover, 1963; Hammond, 
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about a pivot located somewhere near the Olympic Peninsula (Fig. 5).
This is compatible with phase II of Magill's model; however, in his 
model no explanation is given for why the Klamath-Sierra Nevada junction 
behaved as a hinge point. We suggest that as the coherent block rotated 
in place (Fig. 5) the thick crystalline crust of the Klamath Mountains 
may have prohibited the southern end of the Cascade Range from rotating 
as rapidly as the northern end, thereby producing an oroclinal bend in 
the Cascade Range. Alternatively, differential extension in the Basin 
and Range province, proposed by Magill ^ a^. (1981) as the driving 
mechanism for post-Eocene rotation, may have caused the bend by pushing 
the center of the range more than the ends. However, the distribution of 
extension required by this model is not compatible with most estimates 
of extension in the Basin and Range province (Wright, 1976; Lawrence, 
1976; Zoback and Thompson, 1978). Regardless of what caused the bend, 
differences in paleomagnetic declinations within the Cascades closely 
duplicate the curvature of the range (Fig. 5) suggesting that the two are 
causally related. This explains why our rotation value is lower than 
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APPENDIX A.
GEOCHEMICAL ANALYSES OF THE WESTERN CASCADE SERIES.
Eighteen samples, representing all lithologies samples were 
analyzed for nine major elements using a Perkin-Elmer, Model 
305, atomic absorption spectrophotometer. In thin section, 
all of these samples were relatively unaltered.
The geochemical data (Figs. 5-7) indicate that the Western
Cascade Series formed in an orogenic environment, probably
as early arc tholeiites during the initial development of
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Figure 1. Silica versus alkalies diagram (after 











































































































































Finure 5. Reocheni'cal discriminant diaqram (after Pearce et 
al., 1977). Filled circles=Califnrnia Cascades; 
open circles=Foble Volcanics; crosses=Washinnton 
Cascades; open trianoles=Little Butte Volcanics 
(Oreoon Cascades). FeO* is total iron recalculated 
as FeO. Data from Burr (1978), Wise (1970), and 
Peck et al. (1964).
Figure 6, K20-Ca0-Na20 diagram. Early arc tholeiite trend (Babcock, 
pers. comm., 1981). CC=Californ1a Cascades; LB=Little Butte 
Volcanics (Oregon Cascades); GV=Goble Volcanics (Washington 
Cascades). Data from Peck et al. (1964) and Burr (1978).
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Fiqure 7. K20-SiD2 variation diagram (modified from 
Roners and Novitsky-Fvans, 1977). M=contin- 
ental margin; A=intra-oceanic island arc; 
CC=California Cascades; LB=Little Butte Vol- 
canics (Oregon Cascades); GV=Goble Volcanics. 
Data from Peck et al. (1964) and Burr (1978).
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APPENDIX B
PALEOMAGNETIC RESULTS FOR EACH SAMPLING LOCATION.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; WC 1 Demagnetization level;













R= IQ 5 Site declination* 12 50 Site inclination* 51 7
Alpha 95= 16.2° Delta* 28:5° Kappa* 3 1°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS








































Site inclination^ 50.s° 
Kappa= 58.54°
4.93 Site declination= 33,50 
Alpha 95= 8.18° Delta= 9.48°
Site latitude= 41°52' site longitude= 122°29'
DelP=7.4° DECLM=H-0°
* Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 2 Demagnetization level;









R= 6.9 Site declination® 52.1® site inclination® 72.3®
Alpha 95= 24.2® Delta® 32.6° Kappa® 6.2®





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; 2 Demagnetization level: 3qq Qg









3.97 Site declination* 34.9° Site inclination* 61.0° 
Alpha 95* 7.10° Delta* 7.13° Kappa* 97.1°
Site latitude* 41°53‘ Site longitude* 122°32‘
DELP* 8.3° DECLM* 10.9°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: wc 3 Demagnetization level:










R= 7.5 Site declination* 342.7® Site inclination* 45.3®
Alpha 95* 24.5° Delta* 34.9° Kappa* 5.4®





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS































R= 8.88 Site declination* 347.4° Site inclination* 50.3° 
Alpha 95= 5.62° Delta* 9.21° Kappa* 69.0°
Site latitude* 41°53' Site longitude* 122°31'
DELP* 5.1° DECLM* 7.5°
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 4 Demagnetization level: NRM









R= ^Site declination= 37.4° inclination* 39.2°
Alpha 95= ^-9° Dgitg, 10.0° Kappa= 65.8°
Site latitude* 41°55' Site longitude* 122°26'
DELP* 4.9° DECLM* 8.2°
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 4 Demagnetization level:










R= 7.96 Site declination* 38.2° Site inclination* 42.4°
Alpha 95= 3.83° Delta* 5.90° Kappa* 167.2°
Site latitude* 41°55' Site longitude* 122°26'
DELP* 2.9° DECLM*4.7°
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: wc 5 Demagnetization level:










R= 6.9 Site dec!ination= 345.4° Site inclination= 18.2°
Alpha 95= 30.7° Delta* 41.7° Kappa* 3.8°
Site latitude* 41°56' Site longitude* 122°25'
DELP* 16.6° DECLM* 31.9°
NRM
Sample 5 was left in the field.
40
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; wc 5 Demagnetization level: igoo Oe.










R= 7.94 Site declination= 350.0° Site inclination® 39.6° 
Alpha 95= 4.41° Delta® 6.80° Kappa® 124.1°
Site latitude® 41°56' Site longitude® 122°25'
DELP® 3.2° DECLM® 5.3°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
Sample 5 was left in the field.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 6 Demagnetization level:















6.8 Site declination* 25.1“ Site inclination*
Alpha 95* 11.8“ Delta-,5 6» Kappa* 26 9°
Site latitude* 4i°55' Site longitude* 122^26'
DELP* 8.9“ DECLM* T4 50
NRM
Sample 7 was left in the field.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 6 Demagnetization level; 300 Oe.








R= 6.96 Site declination= 40.7° Site inclination= 53.2° 
Alpha 95= 4.17° Delta= 5.90° Kappa= 161.0°
Site latitude= 41°55' Site longitude* 122°26'
DELP= 4.0° DECLM= 5.8°
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 7 Demagnetization level









R= 7.3 Site declination= 345.9® Site inclination* 58.7°
Alpha 95= 18.9° Delta* 26.2° Kappa* 9.5°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: yjc 7 Demagnetization level:









R= 6.88 Site declination* 352.9° Site inclination* 52.7° 
Alpha 95* 7.45° Delta* 10.6° Kappa* 50.5°




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 8 Demagnetization level







R= 4,9 Site declination® 
Alpha 95= 36.2® Delta®
Site latitude® 4i°57* 
DELP® 50.8®
314.7® inclination' 






FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Declination Inclination







R= 3.91 Site declination® 
Alpha 95= 12.25° Delta® 
Site latitude® 41°57‘
DELP® 9.8° DECLM®
31.6° Site inclination® 
12.3° Kappa® 32.7°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 9 Demagnetization level;








R® 3,5 Site declination® 345,90 Site inclination® 72,5°
Alpha 95® 68.5° Delta® 61.6° Kappa® 1,70





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: wc 9 Demagnetization level: 300 Oe.








R= 5.96 Site declination® 7.2® Site inclination- 78.5°
Alpha 95= 5.7° Delta® 6.9° Kappa® 138.3°
Site latitude® 41°57' Site longitude® 122°26'
DELP® 10.2° DECLM® 10.8°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 10 Demagnetization level:










R= 8.0 Site declination* 330.6® Site inclination* 33.8°
Alpha 95* 19.8° Delta* 29.2° Kappa* 7.7®





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 10 Demagnetization level










R= 6.93 Site decl 
Alpha 95= 5.65°
Site latitude' 41°53 
DELP= 3.4°
ination= 337.1° Site inclination' 
Delta' 8.0° Kappa= 87.7°




Sample 8 was left in the field.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 11 Demagnetization level








R= 6.9 Site declination= 351.30 Site inclination* 60.4°
Alpha 95= 8.2° Delta= 10.9° Kappa* 54.8°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; we 11
Sample number Declination




1 3.9° 58.1° 5
2 358.7° 55.4° 1
3 .4° 58.2° M
4 357.7° 57.0° r
5 0.0° 57.5° 5
6 357.9° 62.3° !
7 352.3° 59.8°
R= 7.0 Site declination= 358.7° Site inclination= 58.3°




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 12 Demagnetization level;








R= 5.1'’ Site declination* 52.2° Site inclination* 34.5 
Alpha 95* 40.4° Delta* 45^4° Kappa* 3.2°
Site latitude* 41°53' Site longitude* 122°28'
DELP* 26.6° DECLM* 46.4°
Sample 4 was left in the field.
NRM
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 5.96 Site declination= 347.9° Site inclination^ 50.0 
Alpha 95= 5.30° Delta= 6.86° Kappa= 116.3°
Site latitude= 41°53' Site longitude= 122°28'
DELP= 4.7° DECLM= 7.1°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
Sample 4 was left in the field.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 13 Demagnetization level;








R* 4.7 Site declination* 115.7® Site inclination* 45.5
Alpha 95* 46.2® Delta* 49^7° Kappa* 2.7®





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 13 Demagnetization level;








R= 5.94 Site declination= 143.9° Site inclination* 75.1°
Alpha 95= 5.83° Delta* 7.5° Kappa* 96.2°
Site latitude* 41°52' Site longitude* 122°30'
DELP* 9.7° DECLM* 10.7°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 6.7 Site declination* 359.7® Site inclination* 48.3*
Alpha 95* 14.6® Delta* 19.«° Kappa* 18.1®
Site latitude* 41*51' Site longitude* 122*28'
DELP* 12.5® DECLM- 19.1®
59
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; wc 14 Demagnetization level: 400 Oe.








R* 7.0 Site declination® 
Alpha 95= 3.30® Delta® 
Site latitude® 41°51'




DELP® 2.4® DECLM® 4.0®
60

















R= 3.5 Site declination® 91.i® Site inclination® 19.1 
Alpha 95* 70.1® Delta* 62.2° Kappa* 1.7®
Site latitude* 41®52‘ Site longitude* 122®29'
DELP* 38.1® DECCM* 73.1®
NRM
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 6.4 Site declination= 268.5° Site inclination= 82.4
Alpha 95= 20.0° Delta= 25.5° Kappa= 10.1°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 16 Demagnetization level: NRM








R® 4.2 Site declination= 16.0® Site inclination* 23.9®
Alpha 95= 54.8® Delta* 55.0° Kappa* 2.2®
Site latitude* 41 ®51' Site longitude* 122®26'
DELP* 31.2® DECLM* 58.5®
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 16 Demagnetization level:








5.99 Site declination* 
Alpha 95* 2.98° Delta* 
Site latitude* 41°51'
DELP* 2.7° DECLM*
13.7° Site inclination* 
3.86° Kappa* 367.1°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 17 Demagnetization level: NRM















R= 6.8 Site declination' is.8® Site inclination® 14.4®
Alpha 95= 9.70° Delta= 12.8° Kappa® 40.0°
Site latitude® 41°52' Site longitude® 122°25'
DELP® 5.1° DECLM® 9.9®
f
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Peelination Inclination








5.97 Site declination® 16.4° Site inclination® is.7
Alpha 95® 4.45° Delta® 5.76° Kappa® 165.0°
Site latitude® 41°52' Site longitude® 122°25'




• FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 18 Demagnetization level








R= 6.4 Site declination* 356.4° Site inclination* 60.0 
Alpha 95* 19.5° Delta* 25.0° Kappa* 10.5°





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

















Site inclination® 50.2®R* 5.98 Site declination® .2°
Alpha 95= 4.0® Delta® 5.13® Kappa® 204.1® 
Site latitude® 41®54' Site longitude® 122®23' 
DELP® 3.6® DECLM® 5.4®
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 19 Demagnetization level: NRM








R= 6.97 Site declination= 26.2° Site inclination= 50.5°
Alpha 95= 4.1 o Delta= 5.4° Kappa= 221.4°
Site latitude= 4i°53' Site longitude* 122°25'
DELP= 3.7° DECLM* 5.5°
f
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 6.97 Site declination* 26.9° Site inclination* 43.7
Alpha 95* 3.82° Delta* 5.4° Kappa* 191.8°
Site latitude* 41°53' Site longitude* 122°25'
DELP* 3.3° DECLM* 5.0°
70
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 20 Demagnetization level:








Site inclination= 56.3° 
Kappa= 178.3°
6.97 Site dec1ination= 14.8°
Alpha 95= 4.5° Delta= 6.1°
Site latitude= 41°54' Site longitude= 122°23'
DELP= 4.7° DECLM= 6.5°
NRM
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: 20 Demagnetization level:








R= 7.0 Site declination* 5.3» Site inclination* 62.4
Alpha 95* 2.94° Delta* 4.2® Kappa* 324.4°
Site latitude* 41°54' Site longitude* 122°23'
DELP* 3.6° DECLM* 4.6°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 4.0 Site declination* 136.6° Site inclination* 66.8 
Alpha 95* 59.9° Delta* 57 7O Kappa* 2.0°
Site latitude* 41°55' Site longitude* 122°22‘
DELP* 81.7° DECLM* 99.0°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 21 Demagnetization level: 300








6.97 Site declination* 344.4® Site inclination* 86.9®
Alpha 95= 3.99® Delta* 5.7® Kappa* 176.2®
Site latitude* 4i®55' Site longitude* 122?22‘
DELP* 7.9® DECLM* 7.9®
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site; WC 22 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.3 Site dec!ination= 32.3° Site inclination= 55.5
Alpha 95= 21.2° Delta= 26.9° Kappa= 9.0°
Site latitude= 41°55' Site longitude= 122°22'
DELP= 21.6° DECLM= 30.3°
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: 22 Demagnetization level








R* 5.89 Site declination* 
Alpha 95* 8.3® Delta* 
Site latitude* 41°55'
DELP* 8.8° DECLM*
24.2° Site inclination* 
10.8° Kappa* 47.3°
























R= 4.9 Site dec!ination= 307.9" Site inclination= 78.4"
Alpha 95= 43.0® Delta* 47.4° Kappa= 2.9"
Site latitude* 41"56' Site longitude* 122"21'
DELP* 76.7" DECLM* 81.2"
NRM
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
WC 23 Demagnetization level: 500








6.79 Site declination® 314.6® Site inclination® yg 40
Alpha 95® 9.94° Delta® 14.1° Kappa® 28.3°
Site latitude® 4i®56' Site longitude® 122°21'
DELP® 17.1° DECLM® 18.4°
78



































Site latitude* 41®56' Site longitude* 122®21
DELP* 45.1® DECLM* 65.1®
I
j
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
iiii= WC 24 Demagnetization 1evel:








R= 4.99 Site declination= 329.2° Site inclination* 55.4
Alpha 95= 2.57° Delta= 2.98° Kappa= 592.4°
Site latitude® 41°56' Site longitude® 122°21'
DELP® 2.6° DECLM® 3.7°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 25 Demagnetization level:








R= 5.6 Site dec!ination= 259.4° Site inclination= 66.4° 
Alpha 95= 33.5° Delta= 39.5° Kappa= 4.2°
Site latitude= 41°56' Site longitude= 122°2T




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
#
Site: WC 25 Demagnetization level:









R= 6.95 Site declination* 321.8® Site inclination* 70.9®
Alpha 95* 4.39® Delta* 6.23® Kappa* 145.3°
Site latitude* 41®56' Site longitude* 122®21'
DELP* 6.6® DECLM=7.6®
#
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 26 Demagnetization level:








R“ 6.96 Site declination= 339.5® Site inc1ination= 62.1 
Alpha 95= 5.1° Delta* 6.8° Kappa* 142.9°
Site latitude* 41°57‘ Site longitude* 122°20'
DELP* 6.2° DECLM* 7.9°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: yjQ 26 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.98 Site dec!ination= 326.1° Site inclination= 68.0°
Alpha 95= 3.01° Delta= 4.3° Kappa=3io.O°
>
Site latitude= 41°57' Site longitude= 122°20'
DELP= 4.2° DECLM= 5.1°
84
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 27 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.9 Site declination= 9.9® Site inclination= 64.6 
Alpha 95= 7.10® Delta* 9.5° Kappa* 73.1®




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R= 6.95 Site declination= 21.4° Site inclination^ 64.3°
Alpha 95= 4.89° Delta= 6.94° Kappa= 117.0°
Site latitude= 41°57' Site longitude* 122°18'
DELP= 6.3° DECLM* 7.8°
86
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 28 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.9 Site declination= 56.2° Site inclination= 79.8
Alpha 95= 8.8° Delta=11.6° Kappa= 48.5°
Site 1atitude= 41°54‘ Site longitude= 122°27'




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Ul* = wc 28 Demagnetization level: ^qq Qg








5.98 Site declination= 33.90 Site inclination* 68.9®
Alpha 95= 3.180 Delta* 4.130 Kappa* 322.57®
Site latitude* 41054' Site longitude* 122°27'
DELP* 4.6® DECLM* 5.40
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 29 Demagnetization level: NRM








6.9° Site declination= 









FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 29 Demagnetization level: 100 Oe








R" 6.98 Site declination* 47,0° Site inclination* 35.6“ 
Alpha 95* 2.74° Delta* 3,9° Kappa* 373^5®
Site latitude* 4i°55* Site longitude* i22°26'
DELP* 1.8° DECLM* 3 2®
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 30 Demagnetization level: NRM








R= 5.3 Site dec!ination= 
Alpha 95= 37.5° Delta= 
Site latitude= 41°55'




DELP= 21.8° DECLM= 40.4°
91
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
♦

















6.98 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 1.83° Delta= 
Site latitude® 41°55'
DELP= 1.2° DECLM®
31.8° Site inclination® 
2.59° Kappa® 840.3°























6.6 Site declination^ 346.7° Site inclination* igj
Alpha 95= 15.3° Delta= 19.9° Kappa= 15.5°




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 31 Demagnetization level:








R= 5.96 Site declination= 354.6° Site inclination= 45.7
Alpha 95= 5.98° Delta* 7.2° Kappa* 126.7°
Site latitude* 41°58' Site longitude* 122°26‘
DELP* 4.9° DECLM* 7.6°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 32 Demagnetization level:








R- 6.5 Site declination* 290.8° Site inclination* 54.3°
Alpha 95* 18.3° Delta* 23^5° Kappa* 11.9°
Site longitude* 122°26'Site latitude* 41°58 
DELP* 18.1° DECLM* 25.7°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Peelination Inciination








R= 5.99 Site dec1ination= 334.1* Site inclination* 57.8* 
Alpha 95= i.52» Delta* 1.05* Kappa= 1872.2*
Site latitude* 41*58' Site longitude* 122*26'
DELP* 1.6* DECLM* 2.2*
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 33 Demagnetization level:








R= 5,9 Site declination= 358.5° Site inclination= 54,30
Alpha 95= 8.1° Delta= io.7° Kappa= 57jo
Site latitude= 4i°58' Site longitude= 122°26‘
DELP= 8.0° DECLM= -11,40
97
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 33 Demagnetization level:









4.99 Site declination= 340.4° Site inclination= 54.2° 
Alpha 95= 1.88° Delta* 2.17° Kappa* 1111.65°
Site latitude* 41°58' Site longitude* 122°26'
DELP* 1.9° ^ECLM* 2.6°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 34 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.7 Site declination= 341.7° Site inclination= 58.3°
Alpha 95= 14.1° Delta= 18.5° Kappa= 19.2°
Site latitude= 41°58' Site longitude= 122°25'
DELP= 15.4° DECLM= 20.9°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 34 Demagnetization level:
Sample number Declination Inclination
1 345.5° 69.0°
2 8.5° 56.8°





R= 6.46- Site declination* 322.2° Site inclination* 56.4° 
Alpha 95= 15.9° Delta* 22.7° Kappa* 11.1°
Site latitude* 41°58' Site longitude* 122°25'
DELP* 13.1° DECLM* 16.2°
100
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 35 Demagnetization level: NRM









R= 6.98 Site declination= 355.3° Site inclination= 65.5°
Alpha 95= 4.0° Delta= Kappa= 230.5°
Site latitude= 41°58' site longitude= 122°24'
DELP= 5.3° DECLM= 6.5°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 35 Demagnetization level








R= 6.91 Site declination= 311.5° Site inclination= 67.3°
Alpha 95= 6.6° Delta= 9.3° Kappa= 65.1°
Site latitude= 41°58' Site longitude= 122°24'
DELP= 9.1° DECLM= 11.0°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 36 Demagnetization level:








R= 4.8 Site declination= 52.6° Site inclination= 75 3
Alpha 95= 45.4° Delta* 49.1° Kappa* 2.7®





# FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 36 Demagnetization level








R= 6.98 Site declination= 30.8° Site inclination= 49.6° 
Alpha 95= 3.04° Delta= 4.30° Kappa= 302.6°
Site latitude= 41°58‘ Site longitude= 122°23‘
DELP= 2.7° DECLM= 4.0°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS









R= 3.8 Site dec!ination= 289.9° Site inclination^ 34.6°
Alpha 95= 62.8° Delta* 59.1° Kappa* 1.9°




















FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 37 Demagnetization level: 400 Oe.








6.96 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 4.23° Delta= 
Site latitude= 41°58'
DELP= 3.4° DECLM=
42.7° Site inclination= 
6.00° Kappa= 156.6°
Site longitude= 122°23' 
5.3°
44.6°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 38 Demagnetization level:








R= 5.5 Site declination= 352.9° Site inclination= 71.1°
Alpha 95= 34.6° Delta* 40.5° Kappa* 4.0°
Site latitude* 4l°59‘ Site longitude* 122°19'
DELP* 52.6° DECLM* 60.4°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 38 Demagnetization level








R= 5J9 Site dec!ination= 343.8° Site inclination= 62.9° 
Alpha 95= 11.84° Delta= 15.40° Kappa= 23.3°
Site latitude= 4i°59' Site longitude= 122°19'




• FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 39 Demagnetization level:









R- 6.9 Site declination* 22.5° Site inclination* 54^7 
Alpha 95* 8.2° Delta* ti,o° Kappa* 54.7°
Site latitude* 4i°58' Site longitude* 122°17‘










FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 39 Demagnetization level: 200 Oe








R= 6.96 Site declination= 323.6° Site inclination= 79.4°
Alpha 95= 4.19° Delta= 5.94° Kappa= 159.6°
Site latitude= 41°58' Site longitude^ 122°17'
DELP= 7.6° DECLM= 8.0°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Peelination Inclination








R= 4,7 Site declination= 46.6“ Site inclination= 41.3
Alpha 95= 47.4“ Delta= 50.5° Kappa= 2.6“
Site latitude= 41“53' Site longitude= 122“30'
DELP= 35.2“ DECLM= 57.8“
Ill
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 40 Demagnetization level








R= 4.7 Site declination= 19.9° Site inclination= 30.2° 
Alpha 95= 22.7° Delta= 23.1° Kappa=12.3°
Site latitude= 41°53' Site longitude= 122°30'
DELP= 14.0° DECLM= 25.2°
*Failed 2-Delta Test.
112
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
■ site: WC 41 Demagnetization level;








R= 6.9 Site declination* 27.6® Site inclination* 44.6 
Alpha 95* 8.3° Delta* 11.0° Kappa* 53.9°
Site latitude* 41°53‘ Site longitude* 122°29'
DELP* 6.6° DECLM* 10.5°
NRM
113
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 41 Demagnetization level: 150 Oe
Sample number Peelination Inclination
1 21.0° 54.9






R= 6.97 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 3.59° Delta= 
Site latitude= 41°53'
DELP= 3.4° DECLM=
15.7° Site inclination= 
5.09° Kappa= 217.5° 
Site longitude= 122°29' 
4.9°
52.4°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 42 Demagnetization level:








R= 4,2 Site declination= 13,7° Site inclination^ gg y
Alpha 95= 54.9° Delta= 55.1° Kappa= 2,2°
Site latitude= 4i°57‘ Site longitude* i22°23‘
DELP= 60.7° DECLM* 81.6°
115
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 42 Demagnetization level: 600 Oe.








3.92 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 11.38° Delta= 
Site latitude= 41°57'
DELP= n.30 DECLM=
23.5° Site inclination= 
11.43° Kappa= 37.3°




Samples 5,6,and 7 probably represent a different flow.
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FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 43 Demagnetization level:








R= 4.9° Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 43.9° Delta* 
Site latitude* 41°54'




DELP* 70.7° DECLM* 78.8°
NRM
117
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Declination Inclination







7 9.1° . 57.3°
m
■
R= 3.98 Site declination= 10.9° Site inc1ination= 64.6° 
Alpha 95= 5.92° Delta= 5.93° Kappa= 139.91°
Site latitude= 41°54' Site longitude* 122°25'
DELP= 7.6° DECLM= 9.5°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 44 Demagnetization level








R“ 6.98 Site declination= 12.6° Site inclination* 58.4° 
Alpha 95= 5.3° Delta= 7.0° Kappa* 132.7°
Site latitude* 4i°5i' Site longitude* 122°28‘
DELP* 5.8° DECLM* 7.8°
119
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























6.97 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 3.93° Delta= 
Site latitude= 41°51'




DELP= 3.8° DECLM= 5.4°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Declination Inclination








R= 6.9° Site declination* 343.1° Site inclination* 45.3°
Alpha 95* 6.0° Delta* 8.1° Kappa* ioi.l°
Site latitude* 41°56' Site longitude* 122°24'
DELP* 4.8° DECLM* 7.6°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 45 Demagnetization level:








R= 6.97 Site declination= 359.5° Site inclination= 33.4°
Alpha 95= 3.51° Delta* 5.0° Kappa* 227.8°




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS




























R= 5.7 Site declination= 2.6° Site inclination= 60.4°
Alpha 95= 38.4° Delta= 45.5° Kappa=3.0°
Site latitude= 41°58' Site longitude= 122°12'
DELP= 44.3° DECLM= 58.4°
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS




























R= 7.9 Site declination= 41.7° Site inclination= 61-0
Alpha 95= 6.46° Delta= 9.9° Kappa= 58.7°
Site latitude= 41°58' Site longitude= 122°12'
DELP= 7.6° DECLM= 9.9°
124
fisher on sample directions
Site: WC 47 Demagnetization level;








5.5 Site declination= 49.4° Site inclination= 43.5° 
Alpha 95= 34.8° Delta= 40.7° 4.0°
Site latitude= 41°57‘ site longitude= 122°13'




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS






















R= 4,7 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 21.6° Delta= 
Site latitude= 4i°57'
DELP= 13.0° DECLM=
219.4° Site inclination= 
22.1° Kappa=l3.4°
























5.0 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 42.5° Delta* 
Site latitude* 41°57'
DELP* 26.2° DECLM*
81°7° Site inclination* 
Kappa*





FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Sample number Declination Inclination








R= 5.7° Site declination= 354.0° Site inclination= 53.1°
Alpha 95= 32.2° Delta= 38.3° Kappa= 4.5°
Site latitude= 41°53' Site longitude= 122°29'
DELP= 30.9° DECLM= 44.6°
129
FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS

























R" 3.86 Site declination= 
Alpha 95= 15.1° Delta* 
Site latitude* 4l°53‘
DELP* 12.7° DECLM*
11.8° Site inclination* 
15.2° Kappa* 21.5°






FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
Site: WC 50 Demagnetization level:








R= 5.9° Site declination= 348.3° Site inclination= 53.0 
Alpha 95= 28.7° Delta= 34.9° Kappa= 5.4°
Site latitude= 41°53' Site longitude= 122°28'




FISHER ON SAMPLE DIRECTIONS
























R= 3.99 Site declination= 7.3° Site inclination= 57.2 
Alpha 95= 3.86° Delta= 3.9° Kappa= 328.8°
Site latitude= 41°53‘ Site longitude= 122°28'
DELP= 4.1° DECLM= 5.6°
♦Failed 2-Delta Test.
